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TESTS OF CONSERVATION LAWS

Updated May 2014 by L. Wolfenstein (Carnegie-Mellon Uni-
versity) and C.-J. Lin (LBNL).

In keeping with the current interest in tests of conservation

laws, we collect together a Table of experimental limits on

all weak and electromagnetic decays, mass differences, and

moments, and on a few reactions, whose observation would

violate conservation laws. The Table is given only in the full

Review of Particle Physics, not in the Particle Physics Booklet.

For the benefit of Booklet readers, we include the best limits

from the Table in the following text. Limits in this text are for

CL=90% unless otherwise specified. The Table is in two parts:

“Discrete Space-Time Symmetries,” i.e., C, P , T , CP , and

CPT ; and “Number Conservation Laws,” i.e., lepton, baryon,

hadronic flavor, and charge conservation. The references for

these data can be found in the the Particle Listings in the

Review. A discussion of these tests follows.

CPT INVARIANCE

General principles of relativistic field theory require invari-

ance under the combined transformation CPT . The simplest

tests of CPT invariance are the equality of the masses and

lifetimes of a particle and its antiparticle. The best test comes

from the limit on the mass difference between K0 and K
0
. Any

such difference contributes to the CP -violating parameter ǫ.

Assuming CPT invariance, φǫ, the phase of ǫ should be very

close to 44◦. (See the review “CP Violation in KL decay” in

this edition.) In contrast, if the entire source of CP violation

in K0 decays were a K0 − K
0

mass difference, φǫ would be

44◦ + 90◦.

Assuming that there is no other source of CPT violation

than this mass difference, it is possible to deduce that[1]
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where φSW = (43.51 ± 0.05)◦, the superweak angle. Using our

best values of the CP -violation parameters, we get |(m
K

0 −

mK0)/mK0 | ≤ 0.6 × 10−18 at CL=90%. Limits can also be
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placed on specific CPT -violating decay amplitudes. Given the

small value of (1 − |η00/η+−|), the value of φ00 − φ+− provides

a measure of CPT violation in K0
L → 2π decay. Results from

CERN [1] and Fermilab [2] indicate no CPT -violating effect.

CP AND T INVARIANCE

Given CPT invariance, CP violation and T violation

are equivalent. The original evidence for CP violation came

from the measurement of |η+−| = |A(K0
L → π+π−)/A(K0

S

→ π+π−)| = (2.232 ± 0.011) × 10−3. This could be explained

in terms of K0–K
0

mixing, which also leads to the asymmetry

[Γ(K0
L → π−e+ν)−Γ(K0

L → π+e−ν)]/[sum] = (0.334±0.007)%.

Evidence for CP violation in the kaon decay amplitude comes

from the measurement of (1 − |η00/η+−|)/3 = Re(ǫ′/ǫ) =

(1.66 ± 0.23) × 10−3. In the Standard Model much larger CP -

violating effects are expected. The first of these, which is associ-

ated with B–B mixing, is the parameter sin(2β) now measured

quite accurately to be 0.682 ± 0.019. A number of other CP -

violating observables are being measured in B decays; direct

evidence for CP violation in the B decay amplitude comes from

the asymmetry [Γ(B
0
→ K−π+) − Γ(B0 → K+π−)]/[sum] =

−0.082± 0.006. Direct tests of T violation are much more diffi-

cult; a measurement by CPLEAR of the difference between the

oscillation probabilities of K0 to K0 and K0 to K0 is related

to T violation [3]. A nonzero value of the electric dipole

moment of the neutron and electron requires both P and T vio-

lation. The current experimental results are < 2.9×10−26 e cm

(neutron), and < (10.5 ± 0.07) × 10−28 e cm (electron). The

BABAR experiment has reported the first direct observation

of T violation in the B system. The measured T -violating

parameters in the time evolution of the neutral B mesons are

∆S+
T = −1.37±0.15 and ∆S−

T = 1.17±0.21, with a significance

of 14σ [4]. This observation of T violation, with exchange of

initial and final states of the neutral B, was made possible in a

B-factory using the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen Entanglement of

the two B’s produced in the decay of the Υ(4S) and the two

time-ordered decays of the B’s as filtering measurements of the

meson state [5].
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CONSERVATION OF LEPTON NUMBERS

Present experimental evidence and the standard electroweak

theory are consistent with the absolute conservation of three

separate lepton numbers: electron number Le, muon number

Lµ, and tau number Lτ , except for the effect of neutrino mixing

associated with neutrino masses. Searches for violations are of

the following types:

a) ∆L = 2 for one type of charged lepton. The best

limit comes from the search for neutrinoless double beta decay

(Z, A) → (Z + 2, A) + e− + e−. The best laboratory limit is

t1/2 > 2.1 × 1025 yr (CL=90%) for 76Ge.

b) Conversion of one charged-lepton type to another.

For purely leptonic processes, the best limits are on µ → eγ

and µ → 3e, measured as Γ(µ → eγ)/Γ(µ →all) < 5.7 × 10−13

and Γ(µ → 3e)/Γ(µ → all) < 1.0 × 10−12. For semileptonic

processes, the best limit comes from the coherent conver-

sion process in a muonic atom, µ−+ (Z, A) → e− + (Z, A),

measured as Γ(µ−Ti → e−Ti)/Γ(µ−Ti → all) < 4.3 × 10−12.

Of special interest is the case in which the hadronic fla-

vor also changes, as in KL → eµ and K+ → π+e−µ+,

measured as Γ(KL → eµ)/Γ(KL → all) < 4.7 × 10−12 and

Γ(K+ → π+e−µ+)/Γ(K+ → all) < 1.3 × 10−11. Limits on the

conversion of τ into e or µ are found in τ decay and are

much less stringent than those for µ → e conversion, e.g.,

Γ(τ → µγ)/Γ(τ → all) < 4.4 × 10−8 and Γ(τ → eγ)/Γ(τ →

all) < 3.3 × 10−8.

c) Conversion of one type of charged lepton into

another type of charged antilepton. The case most studied

is µ− + (Z, A) → e+ + (Z − 2, A), the strongest limit being

Γ(µ−Ti → e+Ca)/Γ(µ−Ti → all) < 3.6 × 10−11.

d) Neutrino oscillations. It is expected even in the stan-

dard electroweak theory that the lepton numbers are not sepa-

rately conserved, as a consequence of lepton mixing analogous

to Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa quark mixing. However, if the

only source of lepton-number violation is the mixing of low-

mass neutrinos then processes such as µ → eγ are expected to
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have extremely small unobservable probabilities. For small neu-

trino masses, the lepton-number violation would be observed

first in neutrino oscillations, which have been the subject of

extensive experimental studies. Compelling evidence for neu-

trino mixing has come from atmospheric, solar, accelerator, and

reactor neutrinos. Recently, the reactor neutrino experiments

have measured the last neutrino mixing angle θ13 and found it

to be relatively large. For a comprehensive review on neutrino

mixing, including the latest results on θ13, see the review “Neu-

trino Mass, Mixing, and Oscillations” by K. Nakamura and

S.T. Petcov in this edition of RPP.

CONSERVATION OF HADRONIC FLAVORS

In strong and electromagnetic interactions, hadronic fla-

vor is conserved, i.e. the conversion of a quark of one flavor

(d, u, s, c, b, t) into a quark of another flavor is forbidden. In

the Standard Model, the weak interactions violate these conser-

vation laws in a manner described by the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-

Maskawa mixing (see the section “Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa

Mixing Matrix”). The way in which these conservation laws are

violated is tested as follows:

(a) ∆S = ∆Q rule. In the strangeness-changing semilep-

tonic decay of strange particles, the strangeness change equals

the change in charge of the hadrons. Tests come from limits on

decay rates such as Γ(Σ+ → ne+ν)/Γ(Σ+ → all) < 5 × 10−6,

and from a detailed analysis of KL → πeν, which yields the

parameter x, measured to be (Rex, Im x) = (−0.002 ± 0.006,

0.0012 ± 0.0021). Corresponding rules are ∆C = ∆Q and ∆B

= ∆Q.

(b) Change of flavor by two units. In the Standard

Model this occurs only in second-order weak interactions. The

classic example is ∆S = 2 via K0−K
0

mixing, which is directly

measured by m(KL)−m(KS) = (0.5293± 0.0009)× 1010 h̄s−1.

The ∆B = 2 transitions in the B0 and B0
s systems via mixing are

also well established. The measured mass differences between

the eigenstates are (mB0
H
− mB0

L
) = (0.510±0.003)×1012 h̄s−1

and (mB0
sH

− mB0
sL

) = (17.761 ± 0.022) × 1012 h̄s−1. There is
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now strong evidence of ∆C = 2 transition in the charm sector

with the mass difference mD0
H

−mD0
L

= (0.95+0.41
−0.44)×1010 h̄s−1.

All results are consistent with the second-order calculations in

the Standard Model.

(c) Flavor-changing neutral currents. In the Stan-

dard Model the neutral-current interactions do not change

flavor. The low rate Γ(KL → µ+µ−)/Γ(KL → all) = (6.84 ±

0.11) × 10−9 puts limits on such interactions; the nonzero

value for this rate is attributed to a combination of the

weak and electromagnetic interactions. The best test should

come from K+ → π+νν, which occurs in the Standard Model

only as a second-order weak process with a branching frac-

tion of (0.4 to 1.2)×10−10. Combining results from BNL-E787

and BNL-E949 experiments yield Γ(K+ → π+νν)/Γ(K+ →

all) = (1.7 ± 1.1) × 10−10[6]. Limits for charm-changing or

bottom-changing neutral currents are less stringent: Γ(D0 →

µ+µ−)/Γ(D0 → all) < 6.2× 10−9 and Γ(B0 → µ+µ−)/Γ(B0 →

all) < 6.3 × 10−10. One cannot isolate flavor-changing neu-

tral current (FCNC) effects in non leptonic decays. For ex-

ample, the FCNC transition s → d + (u + u) is equiva-

lent to the charged-current transition s → u + (u + d). Tests

for FCNC are therefore limited to hadron decays into lep-

ton pairs. Such decays are expected only in second-order in

the electroweak coupling in the Standard Model. The LHCb

and CMS experiments have recently observed the FCNC

decay of B0
s → µ+µ−. The current world average value is

Γ(B0
s → µ+µ−)/Γ(B0

s → all) = (3.1 ± 0.7) × 10−9, which is

consistent with the Standard Model expectation.
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